Campus France is assembling a delegation of 50 French institutions for the international EAIE Barcelona exhibition September 13–16.

Campus France is coordinating the French delegation to EAIE* Barcelona, being held September 13 to 16, three years after the last in-person event in Helsinki. The 120 m² French Pavilion will feature 31 higher education institutions. 10 EPEs/COMUEs** and major research and higher education institutions will be located on “French Avenue,” in close proximity to the French Pavilion. The theme of exhibition is “The Future in Full Colour,” and around 150 representatives are expected to attend.

* European Association for International Education
** Experimental public institutions/Communities of universities and institutions
EAIE 2022 will be held in Barcelona, Spain's second largest city in terms of both population and economy. It will be the first major opportunity for higher education institutions from around the world to gather in Europe since the beginning of the pandemic.

Every year, EAIE is held in a major European city. It welcomes over 6,000 higher education professionals from around the world, and exhibitors from 95 different countries. In 2023 it will be held in the Netherlands, in Rotterdam.

**EAIE 2022 Barcelona: “The Future in Full Colour”**

Conferences, workshops and roundtables will synergize the ideas and innovations of key academic players from around the world.

**The Campus France Pavilion and French Avenue**

The French Pavilion and French Avenue, decorated in the colors of the “Rendez-vous en France” marketing campaign, will feature 50 institutions and over 150 representatives, providing a rich, diverse overview of French higher education:

21 universities

UNIVERSITE DE CAEN NORMANDIE
UNIVERSITE DE LORRAINE
UNIVERSITY OF REIMS CHAMPAGNE-ARDENNE
UNIVERSITE DE RENNES 1
UNIVERSITE DE STRASBOURG
UNIVERSITE DE TECHNOLOGIE DE BELFORT-MONTBELIARD (UTBM)
UNIVERSITE DE TECHNOLOGIE DE COMPIEGNE
UNIVERSITE PARIS-EST CRETEIL
UNIVERSITE PARIS 13 - SORBONNE PARIS NORD
UNIVERSITY OF ANGERS
UNIVERSITY OF ROUEN NORMANDY
UNIVERSITE BOURGOGNE FRANCHE-COMTE (UBFC)
UNIVERSITE DE LILLE
CERGY PARIS UNIVERSITE
AIX-MARSEILLE UNIVERSITE
UNIVERSITE GRENOBLE ALPES
UNIVERSITE PARIS-SACLAJ
UNIVERSITY OF BORDEAUX
UNIVERSITE PARIS-PANTHEON-ASSAS
UNIVERSITE SORBONNE NOUVELLE
UNIVERSITE PSL (Paris Sciences & Lettres)

4 “grands établissements” and institutions

SCIENCES PO
SCIENCES PO AIX
INALCO, INSTITUT NATIONAL DES LANGUES ET CIVILISATIONS ORIENTALES
ESPOL (European School of Social and Political Sciences)
4 associations and academic networks

IAE FRANCE – University Schools of Management Network
AGREENIUM
DE V INCI
OMNES EDUCATION

5 engineering schools

CESI Graduate School of Engineering
ESA Agricultural Engineering School, Angers
INSTITUT MINES TELECOM
ENS A I - Ecole Nationale de la Statistique et de l'Analyse de l'Information
ITECH Lyon Engineering School

12 business and management schools

AUDENCIA BUSINESS SCHOOL
EDHEC BUSINESS SCHOOL
EM NORMANDIE BUSINESS SCHOOL
ESCP BUSINESS SCHOOL
ESSCA SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
ICN BUSINESS SCHOOL
SKEMA BUSINESS SCHOOL
TBS EDUCATION
KEDGE BUSINESS SCHOOL
RENNES SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ISCOM - The Higher Institute for Communication and Advertising
EXCELIA

2 art schools

EICAR, THE INTERNATIONAL FILM & TELEVISION SCHOOL, PARIS
ECOLE DE CONDÉ

1 language school

COURS DE CIVILISATION FRANÇAISE DE LA SORBONNE

1 hotel management and culinary arts school

ECOLE FERRIERES - HOSPITALITY, GASTRONOMY, AND LUXURY
**French Reception**

At the end of the fair, to celebrate the French delegation's participation in this major event, Campus France and the French Embassy in Barcelona are inviting 300 key players in French higher education and their guests to a cocktail event, on Tuesday, September 13.

**About Campus France:**

The Campus France agency strengthens the appeal of French higher education by promoting it to international students. It is also responsible for managing French and foreign government scholarship recipients, providing support to students and researchers on exchange programs, organizing the France Alumni network and analyzing student mobility in France and around the world.

In France, the agency coordinates the Campus France Forum (372 institutions). It relies on its 275 Campus France offices worldwide, functioning under the authority of French embassies in 134 different countries.

---

**Campus France Paris Contact**
**Judith Azema**
Director of Communications
Tel: 01 40 40 57 47 – 06 50 48 94 03
judith.azema@campusfrance.org